Protecting your Business is Just the Beginning

THE AFFORDABLE BUSINESS LAW FIRM
We are an innovative international law firm that offers
comprehensive legal services to business clients
throughout the United States and around the world.
+1.800.937.1843 • www.langonlawgroup.com

BUSINESSES ARE LOOKING TO CUT COSTS

WHY PAY MORE?

Anyone doing business today knows how expensive

LOWEST Fees

legal costs can get. Business lawyers regularly
charge hourly fees of $400 or more for general

Our clients can take advantage of some of the

consultations. Hourly fees of $600 or more are now

lowest legal fees offered by any comparable law

standard practice for law firms offering specialized

firm anywhere.

legal services. At a time when companies are
struggling to survive having an opportunity to trim

FIXED FEE Packages

legal costs can mean the difference between a
We offer our clients fixed fee packages for all types

successful business and going out of business.

of budgets.
THE LANGON SOLUTION

FREE Consultation

That’s where we come in. Langon is unique because
it offers you the very best legal representation at

“LANGON IS UNIQUE BECAUSE

the lowest possible price. Our business structure
means that we can charge our clients LESS than

IT OFFERS YOU THE VERY BEST

comparable law firms offering similar legal services.

LEGAL ADVICE AT THE LOWEST

Often A LOT LESS.

POSSIBLE PRICE”

We are focused on helping you achieve your
business goals from day one. That is why we
offer all of our potential clients a free 20 minute
consultation.

NO Rounding Up

In fact, hiring Langon can mean savings of between
30% to 60% in legal fees. That means less money for

We don’t believe in rounding up our hourly fees.

your lawyer and greater savings for your company.

Why should you pay your lawyer for 40 minutes of

Annual Legal Fees: Langon vs Comparable Firms

bill to the nearest second.

($000’s)

work when they only worked 35? Langon attorneys

NO Extra Charges

LANGON
OTHERS

Unlike other law firms, we don’t charge our clients
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for phone calls, faxes, or photocopying.
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“KEEPING LEGAL COSTS
DOWN CAN MEAN THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS AND
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS”
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FIRM PROFILE

PRACTICE AREAS

We are an innovative international law firm that offers

From registering your new LLC to helping you

comprehensive legal services to business clients

negotiate an international sales agreement, Langon

throughout the United States and around the world.

offers you unparalleled legal advice, at a fraction of

Our values define our practice. They also represent

the price. Our practice areas include:

our commitment to helping our clients achieve their
business goals.

Antitrust and Competition
Commercial Law

Excellence

Corporate Compliance

ALL of our partners have graduated from Ivy League

“ALL of our partners
have graduated from
ALL of our attorneys have Ivy League law schools
worked at top law firms and or have an Oxbridge
legal background”
are respected members of
law schools or have an

Oxbridge legal background.

Corporate Tax
International Commercial Transactions
Internet/E-Commerce Law
New York Business Law
Start-Up Legal Services

the legal bar. This means that you can trust Langon
to handle all of your most important legal matters.
For LESS.

Dedication
Our dedication to client satisfaction is one of our most
important values. Whether you are a small start-up
or a Fortune 500 company, our attorneys are eager
to serve your legal needs 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year.

Affordability
Our clients can take advantage of some of the lowest
legal fees offered by any comparable law firm. Many
of our clients tell us that they have saved tens of
thousands of dollars in legal fees. Some have saved
hundreds of thousands.

Visit us today at

www.langonlawgroup.com
for more information.

Langon can help your business if:
*you want to cut your legal costs substantially
*you are a small start-up
*your legal budget is limited
*you are dissatisfied with your current business lawyer
*you want excellent legal advice without having to pay a fortune

T. +1.800.937.1843
www.langonlawgroup.com

